


I N T E R I O R  T E X T U R E  P A I N T S

The Strato® Satin collection highlights an array of soft-hued silky 

colours, creating a creamy and pearly finish for a sophisticated and 

refined look. Pick from a range of light to dark pastel tones to match 

any kind of environment, whether it's a bedroom, café, or office 

space.

STS-507

All color shown are as close to the actual SUZUKA® Strato® colors as modern printing techniques permit.
Color appearance/finishing may vary according to amount of coats, style of strokes applied and individual painting methods. 0201

SLATE
GRAY



STS-508 PALE GREEN

All colors shown are as close to the 
actual Strato® Satin colors as modern 
printing techniques permit, 
nonetheless, there are still color/tone 
differences.

We highly recommend seeing actual 
samples before ordering.

IMPORTANT NOTE STS-509 RUSTSTS-507 SLATE GRAY

STS-505 MILKY LATTE STS-506 ASH BLONDESTS-504 PEACH PUFF

STS-502 SEASHELL STS-503 MISTY ROSESTS-501 FLORAL WHITE

“Soft-hued
Silky Colours”
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STS-507

All color shown are as close to the actual SUZUKA® Strato® colors as modern printing techniques permit.
Color appearance/finishing may vary according to amount of coats, style of strokes applied and individual painting methods.

for a sophisticated & refined look

STS-508

“Creamy &
Pearly Finish”
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All color shown are as close to the actual SUZUKA® Strato® colors as modern printing techniques permit.
Color appearance/finishing may vary according to amount of coats, style of strokes applied and individual painting methods. 0807
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